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Meadow Sports Football Club
Loop Rd Playing Fields, Loop Rd, Kingfield, Woking
Surrey GU22 9BQ

AGENDA
♦

8.00 Chairman’s Welcome

♦

Guest Speaker

Ian Ransom
“Getting to Know Futsal”

♦

Society Business

♦

Problem Corner

♦

10.00 Close

Next Month’s Meeting - Monday 2nd November
The deadline for the October Warbler is
Friday 23rd October
The views expressed in this magazine are not necessarily those of the
Society or it’s Committee
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Hello everyone.
I’d first like to say how sorry I was to here of the death of Cedge Gregory, Life
Vice President and one of the longest serving members of our Society. My
thoughts and condolences are with his family and friends at this time.
Peter Guest and Bryan Jackson have kindly paid tribute on the next page
Unfortunately I was unable to attend the last meeting, due to a family illness.
I was looking forward to Vince’s presentation, I hope you all enjoyed and learnt
something from Vince’s wealth of experience.
Autumn seems to be with us now and the season is well underway, I hope you
are all getting plenty of games and enjoying your officiating, and not having too
many problems.
Referee recruitment is well underway and I have just attended a Conversion
course for Min-Soccer referees to be able to Referee 9V9 and 11v11 football,
the pilot scheme was attended by Tutors from 5 Counties including 4 tutors
from surrey and led by Roger Vaughan from FA Education. The CPD was
mainly practical, similar to the new practical Referee courses that now being
delivered in Surrey.
I am looking forward to seeing you all at the
next meeting.
Best wishes
Barry

Accounts September 2015
2015/16 Membership
57 Full Members
7 Friends
1 Affiliated Member
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General
Supplies
Belgium
Training Fund
Youth Fund

£2,382.93
£204.00
£0.00
£333.00
£113.50

Total

£3,033.43
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It was with great sadness that we acknowledge the life of Cedge Gregory, Woking Referees Society Life Vice President, had passed away on the 21st September following a long illness.
Cedge first registered with Surrey FA in September 1960 and quickly progressed
through the ranks to referee at a high level including being appointed to the Football League line where he served for many years. He was a stickler about his
appearance, always immaculately turned out, and providing a fine example to
younger aspiring referees. Those were amazing times to be involved at the
highest level and Cedge had the ‘pleasure’ of officiating in games during the time
of the legendary hard men such as Chopper Harris, Norman Hunter and Dave
Mackay. He visited many of the top grounds but perhaps The Dell, Southampton’s old ground, stuck in his memory the most. On one particular day, whilst
running the lines with Mike Jermey (another Woking legend) to Clive Thomas,
Cedge was within spitting distance from the home crowd, who vented their displeasure about the officials verbally and with phlegm. Cedge took the abuse in
his stride being more concerned that his pristine kit had been soiled.
Cedge served in various posts for the Woking Society and was well known and
respected throughout local football. He had played in the great Westfield youth
team of the late 50’s before taking up the whistle. He was rare in that after his
many years on the Football League he returned to resume refereeing at a local
level. His experience stood him in good stead, always calm and polite when
dealing with players – having dealt with the likes of Billy Bremner etc., a ‘local
dispute’ between a postman and a plumber was unlikely to phase him! Still refereeing well into his 60’s, he earned the kindly meant nickname of the Mummy
due to the amount of bandaging he used to keep his knees going.
Cedge continued to give back to football in other ways taking on the role of referee’s appointments secretary for the Woking and District League and later the
amalgamated Guildford and Woking Alliance.
Cedge was a true gentleman and will be sadly missed. His funeral was held at
the Woking Crematorium on Friday 2nd October at 2.45pm where the Society
was represented. Peter Guest
Cedge was society training officer before my time and I passed in 1984! But for
many of us Cedge, as referees secretary of the Woking & District league, was
one of the first referees secretaries that we would contact. He was always a
friendly voice on the end of the phone, and despite many attempts never did give
me a game in Coldingley prison that went ahead!
Cedge was a regular at Woking RA meetings and always gave advice in that
same friendly voice, using his years of experience in the middle along with a
knack of explaining things in plain English. He was someone that we all respected and heeded his advice.
Cedge hadn't been to many society meetings in recent years but did attend our
75th anniversary celebrations in 2002.
Cedge trained a lot of referees on behalf of Woking Referees Society . In fact our
society would not be a strong as it is today without the training that started with
Cedge and has been continued by all of those who have followed in his footsteps. - A great referee and a truly nice man. Bryan Jackson
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Only 90 days to Christmas (at the time of writing) which means our Society
Christmas dinner is also approaching. Last year saw our best turnout for some
years and with a plated meal rather than the previous buffets, it was
a most excellent evening.
Once again Martin has been employing his best negotiating skills and has persuaded the Hoebridge to come up with what looks like a very tasty menu for a
mere £25. Please see details on page 8.
So if you fancy starting your Christmas celebrations on Monday 7th December
with your fellow refs along with wives, partners and friends, then please send
your choices to Martin Read at martin.read5@btinternet.com.
Once again The Surrey Primary League are struggling to fill the all important role
of Referees’ Secretary. Scott Brundish, Chairman of the League informs me that
they are actively seeking a replacement for Martin Etheridge but at the time of
writing they have yet to appoint a successor. Looking on the SPL website I see
they boast 500 teams and 7500 players registered. The job of referees secretary
(and Fixtures Sec I would imagine) for that many teams must be a logistical
nightmare and must almost be a full time job. I’m sure that when referees register for the league, they indicate their preferred age groups. In which case the job
maybe be more manageable if it was split between age groups such as U15s to
U18s and U14s and below. I realise that would mean 2 Refs Secs but more volunteers might be forthcoming of the job wasn't so onerous. Just a thought.
Meanwhile Martin Etheridge has set up a “forum” on the internet called
http://lookingforaref.createaforum.com/general-discussion/ whereby clubs looking for referee can log a request and referees looking for a game can reply. I
tried this the other week and once I realised I had to register as a “guest” ( another user name and password to remember!) managed to secure me a game.
The idea may have “legs” but more detailed instructions for technophobes such
as myself would be useful.
Talking of “technology” I used the FA Whole Game system for the first time the
other week to report a caution. Once I’d remembered my password etc I was off,
until I came to finding the League. I typed in “Surrey Primary League” the little
whirly thing went round and round for ages but to no avail. I tried just “Primary
League”, again after what seemed forever (we seem to expect instant results
these days) still nothing. So I tried “Surrey” eventually up popped all the leagues
in Surrey. There amongst them all was Surrey Primary Youth League. We were
in business. Found the club but there didn't appear to be any U17s—well you’d
expect them to be after the U16s wouldn't you? Actually they are, but before the
u12s. So found the age group then the club and low and behold there were the
players and the chap I was looking for. I’m sure I’ll get the hang of it before the
end of the season.
Talking of Surrey, Did you know that according to one airline, Surrey doesn't exist? I was trying to book tickets online and when entering my address, they had
a drop down box for all the Counties. No Surrey. It wouldn't let me type it in and
was one of those “must answer” boxes
I now live in Woking, Sussex. Happy days

Mac
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Society Meeting 7th September 2015
Colin opened the September meeting to which 16 Members attended meeting at
Loop Rd.
As the both the advertised speaker and Gareth were unable to attend, Vince ran
one of the 4 training sessions the FA have asked societies to organise this year.
The subject of the evening was Judging Tackles in the 21st Century. As Vince
pointed out Foul Tackles constitute 85% of the referees decisions. Although this
applied to the Premier League, this is surely reflected at grass roots as well. Actually given the standard at the lower levels I wouldn’t be surprised if it was more.
Split into 3 groups Vince showed us 3 videos of foul tackles in the Premier
League and we were each allocated one and asked to comment on it.
Much discussion ensued as, with the benefit of repeats and slow motion, we almost universally disagreed with the verdict the referee had given in the game.
What the meeting may have lacked in numbers it more than made up for in
member participation and a very educational and entertaining time was had by
all.
Vince then kicked off a discussion along the lines of “what do we want from the
National RA ?”
Overwhelming opinion was for a more transparent “board” and better communication. The new Voiceover is a step in the right direction. Also the NRA should
be more supportive of referees particularly when it comes to dealing with County
FA’s many of whom are not so supportive as Surrey, for which we thank Tim
Lawrence.
Vince is intending to take our views back to the next board meeting.
Vince also informed us that the next New Referees Course is on 14th, 18th and
21st November at Byfleet Village FC. See Surrey FC website for further details
The meeting closed at 2200
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Woking RA - Christmas Function
7th December 2015
Hoebridge Golf Centre
7.30 for 8pm - Dress smart casual
Starters
Chicken Liver and Brandy Pate with toasted brioche and
red onion & balsamic marmalade
or
Prawn & Crab Cocktail with Bloody Mary sauce
or
Roasted Butternut Squash and Sweet Potato Soup.

Main
Roast Norfolk Turkey Breast with chestnut cranberry & sage farcie,
chipolata + bacon, pan gravy, warm cranberry sauce
or
Fillet of Salmon with Baby Caper and fresh green herb butter sauce with
crushed new potatoes galette
or
Vegetarian option of Mushroom, Cranberry, Brie and Hazelnut Wellington.
All served with seasonal vegetables.

Desserts
Christmas Medley that includes - Xmas Pudding Ice Cream,
Cranberry & Orange Eton Mess and Mini Chocolate Brownie

or
English cheese board served with grapes and biscuits
—————————Coffee & mini mince pies
Please send your menu choices to Martin at martin.read5@btinternet.com.
Payment can either paid at the next couple of meetings, sent to either Pat
or Bryan Jackson or on the night.
Wives, Partners and Guests are most welcome.

£25.00 per head
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•
•
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•

MATCHES
28
RED CARDS
6
YELLOW CARDS
84
JOINED
2013

ACCREDITED STATUS
Active

Personal information
Year of birth
1965
County FA
Wiltshire FA
1 September 2012: Swansea City v
First Premier League Match
Sunderland
Profile
Roger East is one of the Premier League’s most recent recruits after a successful spell as a Football League referee.
The Wiltshire FA official, who has been on the National list since 2006, was an
assistant referee at the 2004 FA Cup Final and 2006 FA Community Shield before stepping into the middle for the 2006/07 campaign.
Most recently, he was in charge of Huddersfield Town's 2012 League One Playoff Final victory over Sheffield United at Wembley Stadium. In the 2012/13 campaign, he oversaw his first Premier League match, when Swansea City and Sunderland battled out a 2-2 draw at the Liberty Stadium in September.
After impressing during the 2012/13 season, East earned a permanent spot in
the Select Group of Premier League officials from the 2013/14 season
NB Roger will be the Guest Speaker at the Surrey FA RAFA event on 29th
Oct at the Met Police Sports Club Imber Court - see page 7 for details or
Surrey FA Website

Paddy and Mick decide to go camping in the Everglades in Florida.
After arriving at night, they pitch their tent and go to sleep.
The next day Mick wakes up, and unzips the tent to have a look outside.
He sees an alligator sitting under a tree with a human head and arms in its
mouth. Mick turns back to Paddy and says,
'Would you look at that flash bastard in his Lacoste sleeping bag!!
Thanks to Dave Cooper
9
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Ageism has Kicked the Bucket-Ability Rules
We have a list of 17 Select group referees for 2015-16. A few years ago, six
of these would have been on borrowed time - Phil Dowd and Roger East on
very borrowed time - when there was almost automatic retirement after 44.
Thanks to the change from
age discrimination to a meriMartin Atkinson
tocracy - one of the good
Mark Clattenburg
40 2004 FIFA Ref
things about the EC - the legal
Mike Dean
47 2001
challenge against compulsory
Phil Dowd
52 2001
retirement on age grounds
has produced a group of exRoger East
50 2001
perienced and [generally]
Kevin Friend
44 2009
highly competent officials,
Mike Jones
47 2008
These wise old heads like Mr
Robert Madley
29 2013
Dowd are balanced by the
young rising stars like Michael
Andre Marriner
44 2005 FIFA Ref
Oliver and Bobbie Madley.
Lee Mason
43 2006
What chance would our own
Jonathan Moss
44 2011
Graham Scott have had 10
Michael Oliver
30 2010 FIFA Ref
years ago? He would have
been back refereeing on the
Craig Pawson
36 2013 FIFA Ref
parks by now. Instead at the
Lee Probert
42 2007 FIFA Ref
ripe old age of 47 he has been
Graham Scott
47 2015
promoted on to one of the
Neil Swarbrick
49 2011
best refereeing panels in the
world.
Anthony Taylor
36 2010
Because FIFA is based in
Switzerland and outside the
influence of the EC, early retirement is still in operation. Referees have to be
at least 25 and no older than 44 on 1 January. So Atkinson and Marriner are
on a slippery slope.
Coming back to the English game, ability is really being made to count at all
levels. We have seen in recent years a number of referees demoted from the
Select List to the National Panel [Football League]. The same meritocracy is
being applied all the way down. This season has seen Panel Select referees
being dropped from 2A to 2B and others from 2B to 3 as well as 3 to 4.
In their first year after promotion they are given a year of grace to acclimatise
to their new challenges but from their second year they are judged mercilessly. Strict criteria are being applied whereby those getting poor marks are
facing the drop.
For instance, at Level 3, the 30 referees at the bottom of the Merit Table at
the end of the marking season [March to February] will be reclassified to
Level 4.
The merit table is constructed giving 'double-weighting' to the assessors'
marks compared to club marks. The FA believes that assessors' marks are
more objective but club marking still has to be considered because not every
game has an assessor present.
Age Promoted
44 2005 FIFA Ref
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Additionally a longer-term view is taken of performance: any Referee who has
not been in the top 40% of merit table at least once in any 3 consecutive seasons will also be reclassified to Level 4.
At Level 4, slightly different criteria apply: referees will be removed from the Supply League Referees' List if they are:
• in the bottom 40% of the Assessor Merit Table AND the bottom 20% of the
Club Merit Table or
• in the bottom 20% of the Assessor Merit Table AND the bottom 40% of the
Club Merit Table or
• in Band E (Bottom 20%) on the Assessor Merit Table in any two successive seasons or in any two out of three seasons.
Other factors are also taken into account. Regardless of Merit Table positions,
the number of games officiated during the marking season, availability, fitness
and administration will be amongst the other considerations that may be used
when determining if a referee is removed.
I applaud the extension of the old adage 'if you're good enough, you're old
enough'. Now age is no factor in England, it's all about ability. So we have some
very young Level 3s and 4s as well as some of more mature years.
Courtesy of The Chiltern Referee

Time to clamp down on charging
keepers
Leicester’s Nathan Dyer and Totteham's Ryan Mason
were battered by opposition goalkeepers when scoring
their winning goals, and while their bravery was rewarded I wonder If their assailants should have been punished.
Dyer showed Incredible bravery In getting to the ball ahead of Villa's Brad Guzan,
who wiped out Dyer with a knee to the chest. Mason got to the ball ahead of
Costel Pantilimon and dlnked It Into the net, only to be crunched by the big Sunderland keeper In his follow-through. Mason had to be substituted as a result.
Referees allow such contact by keepers In their follow-throughs, so I apportion no
blame to Craig Pawson or Mike Dean. But if a defender caught an attacker in the
same way, there would be a huge cry for red cards.
Goalkeepers should not be given license to fly in with no consideration for the
safety of their opponents. Referees should have incidents like these two highlighted with a view to cautioning reckless challenges and dismissing goalkeepers
who endanger opponents.
Sunday Mail
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The following appeared in “Touchlines” Sutton RA magazine

Where was the Shout?
English football, from top to bottom, has always been characterised by its intangible, unquantifiable (unless you count bags as suitable units of measurement)
qualities of spirit, passion, grit, determination and, less notably, "talking". Talking is easy. Not talking enough is generally agreed in Sunday league to be
highly counter-productive. Players are urged before kick-off for "lots of talking",
especially "back there". Not talking is an accusation that can only be levelled at
a whole team (or at least its rearguard), rather than an individual (unless it is
the captain, who must shout indiscriminately for ninety minutes, for that is his
job.) To avoid this indictment, a lexicon of largely useless phrases has
emerged, which can be called upon whenever it is necessary to fill a period of
relative silence. Everyone knows them, everyone understands what they are
vaguely supposed to mean, and almost nobody questions them. Now, clichéd
as they are, many bellowed phrases you hear on a football pitch - "Man on!",
"Out we go!", etc - are useful instructions. Nothing wrong with those. The following set of on-pitch rallying cries, however, must not escape scrutiny:
1) "We've Gone Quiet"
Going quiet, as highlighted earlier, is the sign of a malfunctioning team. No one
is talking, which means they all might as well go home.
A period of notable quietness is ended only when the captain draws everyone's
attention to it: "Come on lads, we've gone quiet!".
It can, at the shouter's discretion, be bookended with "...haven't we?", to offer
the illusion of a debate where one is really not available.
2) "Straight In"
A staple instruction that can be used only at a very specific moment – namely,
the opponents kicking off the game.
Only the strikers need to do this, of course, and the moment quickly passes.
Getting "straight in" is not a continuous requirement, but merely an opening
gesture of intent, which is likely to be unfulfilled.
It is often accompanied by a mindless, yet somehow entirely appropriatefeeling, clap of the hands.
3) "Two On The Edge"
When a corner is awarded, it is everyone's job to pick up their man. One eagleeyed player has the extra task of spotting a discrepancy in this complex marking system, in that there are two unattended opponents lumbering into the penalty area.
In extreme circumstances, there may be "three on the edge" – an unthinkable
catastrophe that is met with a suitably incredulous cry of "I've got three here!".
The lack of concentration may be down to the defence's preoccupation with the
big man, the lanky opposing centre-back/estate agent who has arrived with a
look of great purpose from the back.
4) "All Day"
Used by smug opponents to declare your attacking efforts as weak and unlikely
to succeed, even if repeated.
Often said twice in quick succession – as a speculative effort flies into
neighbouring allotments – to compound the humiliation.
12
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5) "It's Still 0-0"
Football is an overwhelmingly childish pursuit. Much of football supporting is
based on schadenfreude and suffering the taunts, in return, when your own team
is humbled. To combat this threat, some employ an overly defensive stance,
hoping that an audible absence of pride will pre-empt any possible fall. And so, if
a Sunday League team races into an early lead, one stern-faced, armband-toting
try-hard will attempt to construct a parallel universe in which the game is, in fact,
goalless.
6) "Box 'Em In!"
A cult classic, perhaps, which satisfies two fundamental criteria: 1) a laughable
attempt at tactical insight, and 2) exclaimed almost instinctively, every single
time. The ball goes out for an opposition throw-in, deep in their final third, and it
is universally accepted that they do not have the adequate technical skills (or
simply the upper-body strength) to play/hurl their way to safety.
7) "[Shirt Colour] Head on This!"
Possibly the most pointless one of all. For the uninitiated, this cryptic command
is for your teammates to meet an imminent opposition hoof with their head before the other lot can. No accuracy is necessary but congratulations are available
for heading it really, really hard, straight back where it came from. "WELL UP!"
you are told, with your name declared in full if the game is particularly tense.
More forward-thinking Sunday league players concern themselves with the second ball, which is often simply another header.
8) "Away!"
Loosely translated as "Now look here, team-mate, I neither want nor trust you to
play your way out of trouble. Please dispose of the ball as quickly and as far
away as possible." Failure to do as directed leaves one open to castigation for
"fucking about with it there," but this may be permitted if the player is in possession of a sufficient amount of...
9) "Time!"
The ball drops from the air and a player finds himself in acres of space. Pointing
this out to him might seem a good idea. It'll calm him down, allow him to get his
head up and play a pass, rather than treat the ball like an unpinned grenade.
However, when 10 other players scream "Time! Time!" in unison, it tends to have
quite the opposite effect. The futility of the situation is laid bare when, after giving
away possession easily, the player is offered a final, withering, retrospective observation: "You had time."
10) "Who's got tape?"
The gold-dust of amateur football, despite being available in any hardware shop.
As the sole provider of ankle-securing tape, once you declare and dispense it,
you will never see it again.
11) "Ref! Ref! How long?"
Usually asked by an overexcited player from the leading team, with surprising
desperation. Whatever the answer, the player will always add about 10% on before relaying the revised figure to his teammates.
12) "Watch the short!"
It is considered a cardinal sin to let an opposing Sunday League team pass a
goal-kick out to a full-back.
Precisely what sort of devastating attack an average Sunday League team are
expected to be capable of, deep in their own half, with the ball at the feet of traditionally the least capable player in their ranks, is anyone's guess.
13
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Amateur-level goal-kicks, thumped aimlessly as far down the pitch as possible,
often aren't a job for the goalkeeper.
As the designated goal-kick taker for their sides, many Sunday league centrehalves can confirm that fetching a distant match ball in preparation for this moment is one of the more soul-destroying aspects of life at around 11am on
every Sunday between September and May.
13) "One of you!"
When a Sunday League midfield is so often instructed to "get a [insert team's
shirt colour] head on this", you often witness an unsightly clash of [insert
team's shirt colour]-clad bodies as they simultaneously attempt to perform their
primary duty. It is left to a team-mate to helpfully point out that only one of
them was required on the scene.
14) "Don't let it bounce!"
A rare example of a phenomenon that afflicts a Premier League side just as
much as it does your Sunday morning rabble.
Letting the ball bounce, especially "back there", is traditionally asking for trouble.
15) "Where Was The Shout?"
The ultimate act of Sunday league buck-passing. A player is unceremoniously
dispossessed from behind, to howls of derision from his teammates.
Accompanied by a despairing flap of the arms, the player begs of his colleagues: "Where was the shout?!"
There wasn't one. Because they've gone quiet, haven't they?

Pages from Yesteryear
The Warbler May 1995
REFEREES WHO FORGOT THE RULES
One of the most embarrassing refereeing errors of recent years came when
Dutchman van Ravens got the rules wrong during the second leg of a secondround European Cup-winners' Cup tie between Sporting Lisbon and Glasgow
Rangers in 1971
All referees make mistakes occasionally. Such errors usually result from the
officials' inability to see every-thing from every angle and make the correct splitsecond decision. This gives rise to a spate of jokes and sto-ries about
'blindness' ('I agreed to escort the referee to the railway station,' said the policeman, 'because I always like to take care of the handicapped') and 'bias' ('We
were playing against twelve men'). Those familiar with refereeing history are
probably aware that many contemporary referees are often compared with the
much-respected official in the 1878 FA Cup Final, Mr Segar Bastard.
Most major refereeing howlers occurred in the early days of soccer. There was
the referee who ordered off a dumb man for abusive language (the decision
was later reversed), the referee who headed a goal (he apologized but had to
let the goal stand) and the referee who stood in a dressing-room washbowl and
broke it.
14
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In the post-war era a referee at Sunderland in 1954 started the second half before realizing that only one linesman was in place. In front of 43,000 people, his
face was as red as the missing flag.
At Wimbledon, in 1983, a referee wrongly awarded Mill-wall a goal after Wimbledon full-back Wally Downes chipped a direct fiee-kick over goalkeeper Dave
Beasant's head and into his own net. The correct decision here is a corner-kick;
The early rule-makers sensibly decided that a team scoring in its own net from a
direct free-kick shouldn't be punished more heavily than if it had done so from an
indirect free-kick, as the offence being punished was obviously more serious in
the first instance.
Refereeing can give rise to all manner of wild questions about soccer oddities
and offbeat features of the game. For example, a penalty kick is taken, the ball
bursts as it is kicked, the casing flies over the crossbar, the lace spins out and
wraps itself around the goalkeeper's neck, hindering him from saving the bladder
as it sails into the net - what is the correct decision?
That incident, as far as I am aware, never happened, even in the days when
balls had laces. But the events in Lisbon in 1971 showed that one referee had
not been tested on the rules of the competition.
Rangers had won the first leg at Ibrox Park 3-2, after being 2-0 ahead at one
stage. Now they had a difficult game in Lisbon. Sporting Lisbon twice took the
lead. Each time Colin Stein equalized. Then Rangers' Scottish international centre-half Ron McKinnon fractured a leg, and Sporting took the lead again with 25
minutes to play. Somehow Rangers hung on to take the tie into extra-time.
During this period both teams scored once. Thereupon, referee van Ravens ordered each team to take five penalties to decide the tie.
Rangers qualified for some sort of record by missing all five kicks. In fact,
Tommy McLean missed twice as the Sporting goalkeeper moved too quickly for
the first. Sporting won 3-0 on penalties and were through to the next round. Or
were they?'
The Scottish journalists were already scratching their heads in bewilderment.
Surely, they thought, away goals count double in the event of a tie. At the end of
extra-time Rangers had scored three away goals against Sporting's two in Glasgow.
The referee was wrong. Rangers were indeed the winners. The UEFA officials
later reversed the referee's decision and suspended the Dutch referee.
The rules were very clear. The provision that away goals counted double in the
event of a draw also applied to those scored in extra-time.
That gave rise to an even better sporting question: which team missed all its six
penalties during a penalty shoot-out and still won the tie?
That season Glasgow Rangers won the European Cup-winners' Cup.
(This first appeared in “Soccer’s Strangest Matches”)
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An open letter from a 'double responsibility' League Chairman.
During last season there occurred something fairly serious so far as the Guildford &
Woking Alliance was concerned, only for the same thing to happen the following
week as well, and yet no-one could remember the same thing ever happening previously.
The two occurrences were almost identical and both involved the fact that the
League Referee Appointments Secretary was one or two referees short of a full
house for that particular Saturday. His duty on any such occasion, by the League
Rules, is to let the home team know the facts, their duty then becomes letting the
away team know, and then the Rule requires them (Both Clubs, that is !) to agree
on someone to officiate the game.
In one of the two 'cases', when the home team contacted the away team, the latter
stated it would not be 'travelling' as it had already had one experience of a stand-in
referee earlier in the season, when the opposing team's Manager had officiated,
and he had been "so biased that they would not go through that again".
The home team had simply accepted this 'refusal to play' and had duly called off the
game.
In the other case it had been the home team that didn't want to play without an official referee, and this time it was the away team that simply acceded without looking
at all the options and without realising all the possible consequences.
Taxed with the fact that though there had been no actual collusion as between each
pair of teams to avoid playing, there had not been any positive action by any of the
four teams to make sure that the word fixture meant what it said and that they all did
their level best to make sure someone was agreed on to officiate by both teams in
each case, as per their League Rule Book.
Eventually the League had to rule that the two missed fixtures were 'Double Failures to Fulfil a Fixture1 by both teams in each case, and points were not awarded to
anyone, and the games declared null & void accordingly, with token fines for all 4
Clubs.
A salutary lesson for the quartet, and possibly a reminder to every team that it
joined the League to play football, the presence of a qualified, registered referee
can never be guaranteed, the League Rules, to which each Club agrees to conform
on an annual basis, are more than adequate in covering such an occasion and that
the League Referees' Secretary followed all his part of the procedure to the letter.
Two of the teams involved said they would be happy to play the game later in the
season when there was a referee available, which on the face of it looks to be a
'good idea', but (again) there can be no guarantee when that will be, as it is a fact of
football life that 'later in the season' has its own drawbacks and handicaps, as we
lose pitches and as players lose interest as any chance of a medal recedes.
Altogether ERRORS of OMISSION, rather than of COMISSION.
The afore mentioned happenings set me thinking about the whole subject of
Referees and about Referees' Appointments Secretaries.
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If I described the latter post as a thankless task you might well feign "shock and
surprise', but in all honesty it rivals the post as Fixtures Secretary of a League for
being 'The most frustrating job in football'.
I speak and write from considerable experience in both jobs. RefSec of the
Guildford League following Lucy Charman in 1993-94 season before we set
about the resulting 1995 amalgamation, two seasons as Fixtures Secretary of
the 'Western*, in between John Owen and Fred Wye, in the late 70's, and then
(of course) my very first 'outing in the Border' was as RefSec in November 1969
for four seasons, adding the Fixtures job in the following year, for an eight season stint, and I have returned to both posts at various times and for various
terms up to Bob Dick becoming Border RefSec a few seasons ago. The west of
this County has, by and large, been more than well served by the successive
RefSecs of each of its Leagues. (I say 'by and large' as in my last active whistle
blowing season on the Western, the RefSec was never at home on a Friday evening, meaning he was not contactable. I chatted to him about this, and he said
he went out deliberately so as to miss all the late Friday evening referees calling
in sick or changing their minds about the following day's game !)
The current local RefSecs are thoroughly dedicated men, still active themselves
and anxious to serve their Leagues and their referees to the best of their ability. I
remain puzzled as to how they can ever be even 'one short' on either Saturday
or Sunday. Take a look at the published facts about 'Referees in Surrey'. There's
loads of them !
Several years ago the County F.A. (via its various Referees' Secretaries at that
time) used to (apparently) take great joy in publishing the number of reappointments it had been necessary to make for each round of each of the various
County Cups.
Bearing in mind that a First Round with 128 teams at either or both Junior and
Lower Junior levels was just about the limit, and add in the fact that even those
two competition rounds would not be played on the same day, that gave a maximum involvement on any one day of Referees needed to cover each tie as 64
referees. Surrey had over 1,000 refs in its Handbook at that time.
Conclusion : Surrey must be trying to appoint the wrong referees to the earlier
County Cup ties. Why not find out which referees are really keen to do any game
anywhere in Surrey and concentrate on them ?
I was duly 'lectured' that any Surrey referee should be prepared to go anywhere
in the County on CC duty etc, etc. and only when I started calling the published
reappointments 'Failure figures' did I really get a hearing. Eventually a far better
system was planned and introduced.
I resurrect that particular subject at this time simply because these days Surrey
has far more referees than 1,000, and you can tell me that a lot of them are regularly serving higher up the League (adders, but I reckon that there are or should
be, anything between 700 and 900 referees (of the right levels, 5, 6 & 7) to cover
the 'middles' of all the games in Surrey at local level on any Saturday or Sunday.
I remain aware that the Combined Counties League and the Suburban League
both require three officials for each of their games, but am equally aware that
other Counties contribute some of their whistling and flag-waving personnel as
well, they don't all come from Surrey !
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That said we are left with the 64 dollar question, or should that now be the £35
query. Goodness me, THIRTY FIVE QUID for a local game and petrol and diesel
(allegedly) getting cheaper by the day ! Where is my lost youth ? Oh ! To start
all over again, and on the bike as well. Seriously though, please try to work out
just how it is that the Guildford & Woking Alliance, with its shall we say maximum
of 36 games per Saturday, can possibly ever be short of referees. It must be
something to do with the referees themselves, mustn't it. Are they all committed,
do they all offer their 'open dates' on a regular basis and when they have said
they are available do they all maintain their availability through thick and thin,
even if 'their game looks as if it might be a 'sticky’ one, or is it just a bit too far to
travel, or does the missus have first call on that day?
I wrote to that place in Leatherhead in March, in very general terms, seeking
what ? I'm not sure ! My letter was about this very same apparent slight shortage of referees for the local Leagues. I wanted it to be discussed by someone at
H.Q., preferably by the Referees' Committee I suppose. I wanted someone to
urge all the Surrey Referees to think hard about offering themselves for just 5%
more games, a figure that would solve the problem nicely. Somewhat controversially I even suggested that perhaps a bonus system, paid for directly by each
League, to its own referees, after they had done 10, 20 and 30 games in the one
season, might attract a few more to go the extra mile. There may be one huge
barrier to that idea, as we appear now to be well past the days when the retiring
local player used to say he would 'put something back' into the game, and
promptly took up the whistle and just as promptly became a 'put me down for
every week’ man or an 'I'll give you 3 Saturdays out of 4' whistler. Either way,
one knew he would be reliable and you trusted him.
Am I suggesting that the present echelons of a much younger breed are not as
dedicated ? Possibly ! Do some of them see it as a hobby, capable of making
them enough pocket-money, but blissfully unaware of the ructions even one
change of mind on a Friday can cause ? Possibly. Yes, I have watched some
of the really good youngsters, the ones with not only skill but also incentive, good
luck to each of them as they ascend quite rapidly, but my main, indeed only, concern is real 'Grass roots' stuff, where the players have to pay to play, where the
only bloke who goes home richer than he left home is the bloke in black. Everyone of those local players, and teams and clubs will have a better game and will
benefit greatly by having a trained, registered and committed referee for each
and every game. Surrey can do it.
My letter just missed the March Refs Committee meeting. I hoped someone
would ensure it got at least a mention in May, but that meeting too passed without an "Oh! by the way, Cyril has been busy again !" so 1 am driven to conclude
that either it is lost now, forever, in the mists of time, or maybe, just maybe,
someone actually read it and maybe decided (a) what a load of nonsense or (b)
this is far too controversial to discuss.
Certainly there has been no answer, not even an acknowledgement, or a reject
slip. I could be on the wrong track completely, here's me suggesting that we (all
of us) ought to be aiming to cover every adult game in Surrey with a 'proper' referee, yet even recently, on one of these 'Mission statements’ or such like, the declared aim of SCFA was to cover 90% of the games with a dedicated registered
whistler.
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Not much of an ambition really, in fact I cannot think of ANY REFSEC in my time
in the game who would (should) ever be satisfied with any such 90% coverage
figure. All the players have to pay their share to simply play, they are all entitled
to one trained official per match.
To each referee in west Surrey I would say this : Do not ever be offended if you
offer an open date and you then happen to be the odd person out, without a
game. This will happen when everyone plays their part and offers plenty of
dates. Similarly, when you have not offered the date, but you get an urgent call
to 'do him a favour' PLEASE try to help, rather than having between 22 and 32
players struggling with a stand-in referee.
Once you have been appointed don't weigh up the prospect of your game
against anyone else's appointment, football is mostly swings and roundabouts,
each RefSec must get to know every referee on his own list, it is a huge learning
process and whereas, when you are one short you can go on trying to fill the gap
right up to (almost) K.O. time the fact is that when you have 'one referee spare
you either give him/her your game, or you have to ring him/her and apologise
that you do not need them that week. Both happen.
Finally, to the "regulars”, please carry on. To the not so regulars, please try to
squeeze out 5% or even 10% more games, then our 'slight shortage' problems
will all be solved.
Thank you for your service to the local Leagues, and 'Good Luck' for the future
Cyril West,
Chairman of the Guildford & Woking Alliance
League, and of the Surrey & Hants Border League.
September 2015.

Changes Concerning the SCILW & the G&WAFL
There are many Referees who are officiating in both the SCILW and the
G&WAFL so please note the changes that concern you in both Leagues and
the County Cup Rules.
The good news is that the Referees Fees have gone up to £35 in BOTH
Leagues also the kick off times in the SCILW League games have changed to
a 2pm kick off for the entire season. The G&WAFL remains as 2pm for the
season
Substitution rules have changed in the SCILW so there is a list below that will
affect your games in both League and Cup competitions. Please take careful
note as mistakes in substitutions could result in the match having to be replayed.
SCILW League Matches
Roll on Roll off substitutions 3 from 3
SCILW League Cup Matches
Roll on Roll off substitutions 3 from 3
G&WAFL League Matches
G&WAFL League Cup Matches

Roll on Roll off substitutions 5 from 5
Roll on Roll off substitutions 5 from 5

Lower Junior County Cup Matches
Junior County Cup Matches
Intermediate County Cup Matches

Roll on Roll off substitutions 5 from 5
Roll on Roll off substitutions 5 from 5
3 from 5 NOT ROLL on ROLL OFF

Adie (Referees’ Secretary)
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The Adventures of Willy ‘Red card’ Woodwork
The Whistling Referee
Part 43 – The ‘Disadvantaged’ Advantage
Match:
League:
Cautions to date:

Cockfosters Casuals –v- Reds Rovers
Division Three – Sunday Park League (North)
Too many to count at the moment but enough to pay for
the county Christmas party!
Red cards to date: Let’s just say there are not twenty two players on the
pitch
Meanwhile back to the action……………….
The Casuals player with the ball at his feet runs towards the opponents’ goal.
He dribbled the ball passed one opponent, then another but on dribbling past the
third opponent the defender even though by now on the ground made sure that
he kept his leg raised which ensured the Casuals player would be tripped.
But this forward was very good and even though he stumbled for his next three
steps he managed to regain his composure and more importantly his balance.
This of course happened so quickly I never even had the chance to shout ‘Play
on, Advantage’. The Rovers goal keeper being alert to the forward rushed out
of his goal and dived at the feet of the incoming forward.
The forward came
crashing to the ground and I blew my whistle.
Yet again, surprise, surprise I was surrounded by players from both sides. I felt
I was at Speakers Corner at Hyde Park about to address a large rally. Firstly I
knew I had to stay calm and despite asking the players to move away from me
that had no effect at all.
I walked over to the Rovers goal keeper and asked him to walk with me towards
the corner flag. As most of the others began to follow I told them if they did,
they would be cautioned. This time they listened to me and I now had the opportunity to caution the goal keeper for a reckless challenge. The goal keeper
seemed relieved as by isolating him from the others he thought he was going to
be sent off.
It was a reckless challenge and could only be a yellow card which I explained to
him.
I began to walk back to the goal area only to be met by Rovers players who
seemed to have worked out that I was about to award a penalty but in addition I
also had the Casuals players approaching who were telling me the goal keeper
should have been sent off for denying an obvious goal scoring opportunity. They
argued how skilful their forward was and it was obvious that a goal would have
been scored. Fair comments I thought, but Rovers had a player near the goal
line and another one step behind the player who was fouled. Players it appears
do not understand what ‘obvious’ actually means!
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Rovers were correct and I did award a penalty. Some of their players argued that
the initial foul was committed outside of the penalty area so the free kick should
be from that position. ‘Did you see the first foul Ref?’
I told them I had but I
decided to play advantage. They argued that I did not make that clear and gave
no signal to actually indicate that an advantage had been played.
I explained that everything happened in a matter of seconds and by the time I
started to indicate ‘advantage’ the next incident occurred. They were not happy
but they knew they had to accept my decision.
What would you have done?
A referee does not have to memorise the laws of the game word for word but it is
essential to have a good knowledge of the laws and know how and when to apply them. ‘Advantage’ is actually only mentioned once in the laws and that is
Law 5 ‘The Referee’. That must be a surprise to many as most of you would
have expected ‘advantage’ to be included in Law 12 being ‘Fouls and Misconduct’.
Have a look now at your copy of ‘Laws of the Game’ where you will found only
five sentences of ‘advantage actually mentioned!
Happy reading,

Willy Woodwork
Willy ‘Red card’ Woodwork…………the whistling referee.
Well, did our referee ‘do it well and do it right’?
a) Can ‘advantage’ be played even though the referee does not give any signals
either by hand or voice?
b) Must the referee give a signal for every decision?
c) Should the first offence be awarded rather than award the penalty which was
the second offence?
d) If there is an ‘obvious’ goal scoring opportunity and the challenge is careless
or reckless is it a red or yellow card as a careless challenge is perhaps a ‘quiet
word’ and a reckless challenge is a yellow card?
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MURPHY’S MEANDERINGS (15)
I’m pleased that Mike Coventry (Chiltern Referee) responded to a recent article
of mine, I wish that more members would do the same. Mike asked a question,
“Would Tony have acted differently if an assessor had been present?” It’s not
something I’ve ever thought about as, on my way up the ladder, I never refereed
to please an assessor and never changed my way of refereeing if one was present. So the answer to Mike’s question is “No, I would not have done anything
differently if an assessor had been present.” I never ever thought about the assessor, I simply refereed the game and left it for him to tell me what he thought
afterwards.
I say “on my way up” as it wasn’t the same throughout my career. I’d been refereeing for twenty years in my own style - man management, plenty of chat and
cautioning only when I thought it absolutely necessary. I’d been on the Panel
Leagues referees’ panel since its inception, two years earlier, when they introduced a new promotion system. Officials met four times a season and it was decided that at one meeting a senior assessor would be present to have a one-to–
one with each referee to discuss their assessments and offer advice and instruction. My marks were in the upper half of the referees’ table so I wasn’t too concerned as I went into the meeting. I expected advice on how I could improve but
wasn’t prepared for what I was told. My marks were “okay” but it was thought I
wasn’t reaching my full potential and I would get better marks if I was more
“assessor pleasing”. It was pointed out that when it came to issuing cautions I
was at the bottom of the table on the Panel and it was felt that I should stop talking and start cautioning. This would emphasise my control, impress assessors
with a consequent improvement in my marks.
I tried to referee as they wanted, I really did, but, from the start, it went horribly
wrong. I suppose I was set in my ways and I couldn’t adapt. My timing of cautions wasn’t right and I overreacted; I lacked consistency and got into some very
difficult situations. The harder I tried the worse it got and I started to go into
games worrying more about cautions than the game. I stopped enjoying games,
lost confidence, my performances suffered and my marks dived. Six months later
I was told that my marks were very low and it was extremely unlikely that I would
be retained on the Panel at the end of the season.
I came to a decision. It was November, and if this was to be my last season on
the Panel then I would referee as I, not others, wanted and resort to my old style.
When I walked on the pitch for my next Panel game I was in a completely new
frame of mind. I refereed in my way and had a great game. I started to enjoy my
refereeing again, it was fun and I had a smile on my face. My confidence returned, my performances improved and everybody reacted positively. What’s
more, assessors’ reports were very favourable and my marks shot up.
At the end of the season I was still expecting to be released. It was therefore with
surprise that I received an application form for the following season and to discover that my marks and position were back to normal. I eventually spent seven
seasons on the Panel Leagues coming off only through age.
What I learnt by this experience was to referee in my way, not to please others,
be true to myself and that assessors didn’t always get it right.
Tony Murphy
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From whistles to watches,
flags to record cards, shirts
to socks , Gareth’s got the
lot in his big black bag
Help support the society and
make sure you give Gareth a call for all your refereeing
needs
07707 118446 garethheighes@btinternet.com

Referees Wanted
for the

Farnham & District Sunday
Veterans League

If you are interested
Please call
Colin on 01252 328 953
Or Linda on 01276 512 735
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Adie’s on his High Horse
We are now well underway with the Leagues and it all seems to be going as
expected. There have been a couple of team & club dropouts from both the
SCILW and the G&WAFL - some which were anticipated!! Putting my Ref Sec
hat on for a moment, the new Referee Report Form for the G&WAFL seems to
be quite user friendly but…. and this is a big but…. there are referees who are
not sending in their reports on both Leagues. I hate harping on about it but it is
in the rules so you are under an obligation to send them in to me. Nuff said.
My company celebrated its 70th Anniversary last Friday and treated us all to a
corporate day at Newbury Racecourse. We had the entire 2nd floor of the
grandstand with the balcony and had a great time. I am not into racing, it is not
my sport and have never had any interest in it. However, just watching the
spectacle is great fun even if you have not bet on the race. Diane, of course,
was determined to have a flutter and finished £6 up so decided to quit while
she was ahead (sensible girl). We had to leave early due to an urgent phone
call and got stuck on the M3 for two and a half hours. There had been an accident between Fleet services and Junction 4a. When we finally arrived home I
was shattered!
There have been many reports and articles regarding cyclists on the roads.
There have been many deaths which have been blamed on the motorist but in
my experience there is a small number of ‘peddle pushers’ who really are asking for trouble.
Only last week while driving through Farnham I noticed a lady with a pushchair, a pregnant lady (hardly likely to be a man) and a senior citizen waiting to
cross the road. I slowed down, stopped and indicated them to cross and a cyclist hurtled up the inside nearly knocking down the pregnant lady. They wonder why they are referred to as BIC’s.
Now, I feel sure that most cyclists are considerate to other road-users and follow the highway-code, but the few that don’t are giving the rest a very bad
name.
I hope that you are all enjoying your games, whichever Leagues you officiate
on. It has been a splendid weekend for football and I even managed to top up
my tan.

Adie
Final note:
Suppose the Hokey-Cokey really is what it is all about!
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FA Premier Academy
Fulham FC U18 vs Aston Villa U18
Paul Gorringe : Referee.
FA Premier Academy
Chelsea U16s v Aston Villa U16s
Andy Bennett : Referee
FA Vase
Alton Town vs Bracknell Town
Andy Bennett : Asst Ref

5th October

Society Meeting - Ian Ransom - Futsal

2nd November -

Society Meeting - Woking Football Club Community Projects

7th December

Society Christmas Meal - Hoebridge Golf Club

4th January

Society Meeting

TBA

1st February

Society Meeting

TBA

7th March

Society AGM - Andy Bennett Quiz Night

I am a level 5 referee having qualified in 2003, after a number of years acting as a Club referee\assistant at my sons team. This was the spur for me
to get involved in refereeing and its been non-stop since then!
In 2012 I successfully attended and passed a Futsal conversion course. I
am currently a level 4 Futsal referee and I plan to be a level 3, by the end
of the season. I currently referee on the National Futsal League.
I have also been a tutor for eight years and last year became a tutor for
Futsal referees.
My talk is on “Getting to know Futsal”
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Classes here now
FOR ALL LEVELS OF FITNESS
MALE AND FEMALE
OF ALL AGES

HAVE FUN
GETTING FIT
For Details

Contact Gareth Price on
07735067158
Winston Churchill School
Every Tuesday at 19.00 - 20.00 hrs

Ash Taxis
6 Seater Taxi
Airports , Docks, Social Functions

Competitive Prices
24 hours by appointment
Contact —Colin Barnett on
Tel.
01252 328957
Fax
01252 654811
Mob 07831 404 066
E-mail cbarnett5978184@aol.com
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95 Sutton Avenue
St Johns, Woking
Surrey GU21 8UL
01483 385776
07780 684416
michaelgeorgelawrence@hotmail.com

Advice on the prevention of
Stalking and Harassmentment
Hamish Brown MBE
Retired Scotland Yard Detective Inspector
UK’s leading authority on stalking and harassment. Hamish has been
personally requested by high profile individuals and organisations to:
Advice and Lecture on this specialist subject
Website: www.hamishbrownmbe.com
Email: Hamish@hamishbrownmbe.com
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What Would You Do?
(answers to September edition)

Q1. A keeper fails to hold on firmly to a ball from a direct free kick, and the ball flies into
the net. But the keeper is outraged. He shows you his glove and the ball, both of which
have vanishing foam on them. He says you sprayed too much foam in locating the free
kick, and it made the ball slippery. What would you do?
A1. Tell him to calm down. Award the goal. Balls are often slippery (due to mud or rain).
If there is foam on the ball, so be it.
Q2. What is (a) the earliest, and (b) the latest, a referee can show a player a red/yellow
card? For example, in the warm-up? in the tunnel? On the bus leaving the ground?
A2. (a) from the moment you enter the FoP. (b) after the final whistle to any layer who
is still on the FoP. In between you can caution/dismiss a player any time including the
half-time interval. Outside that period you can report him but no card is required.
Q3. The home team are using towels placed strategically around the pitch to dry the ball
before throw-ins. When an away team player tries to use one, the teenage ball-boy
snatches it back - resulting in an angry tug of war. What would you do?
A3. If you approved the use of the towels make it clear they are for both teams and if
the misuse continues, you will withdraw them. If you did not give permission, have them
withdrawn immediately.
Q4.
In a wild melee following a challenge for the ball, you see a player strike another
square in the back, so you show him a straight red card. But as the situation calms down,
the player who was struck tells you he was choking on his chewing gum, and the opponent saved him by thumping his back. The player you sent off is now fuming down the
tunnel. What do you do?
A4. Call him back. You have not restarted the game so you can change your decision.
Explain the situation to the player and tell him the red card is rescinded. Restart with a
dropped ball where the incident occurred. Report the incident to the relevant authorities
Q5. After a quick counter-attack, a striker rounds the goalkeeper who then deliberately
brings him down just outside the penalty area. But there is a covering defender on the
line. What do you do?
A5. The keeper has clearly denied an obvious goal-scoring opportunity. Show the red
card. It is irrelevant who the striker still has to beat (e.g. another defender on the line).
Restart with a direct free kick outside the penalty area after you have made sure another
player or sub keeper has gone in goal.
Q6.
A maverick Red striker is furious to be subbed - and, after he steps off the field of
play, he petulantly kicks the player who replaced him. The replacement, who had one
foot on the field of play, is now too injured to come on, and his team have used all their
substitutes. What do you do?
A6.
The substitution has been technically completed. Ensure the injured player is
treated and removed, then show the departed player a red card for violent conduct. If the
replacement had not put one foot on the pitch a different sub could have bee sent on in
his place. But as it is, his side are now down to 10 men.
(Ed. All the Questions were taken from "You Are The Ref" by Keith Hackett and Paul
Trevillion.)
Courtesy of the Chiltern Referee
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What Would You Do?
Question 1
In stoppage time of a stormy game you award another hotly disputed penalty your fourth of the match. The taker, whose side are 2-1 up, decides to stage a
one-man protest to make you look stupid. Instead of taking a shot, he just taps
the ball forward an inch then tells you to blow for full time. What would you do?
Question 2.
A Red striker, playing against his old club for the first time, has taken sustained
abuse from the crowd - so when he scores, he races over to them and cups his
ears. Fans react in fury, pelting him with plastic bottles. What would you do?
Question 3.
As the home side cling on to a tense one-goal lead, you notice ball-boys keep
fumbling spare balls onto the pitch, wasting time. An away team player starts
shouting at them. What would you do?
Question 4.
In the 87th minute of a freezing, wet, non-league game, the home side, 3-0 up,
lose a player to injury None of the subs wants to come out, so the home team
manager feeling safe, voluntarily goes down to 10 men. But when they then
concede he demands the right to send on one of his subs after all. What would
you do?
Question 5.
In the opening minute of the game you fail to notice that both your assistants
are operating in the same half of the pitch. You only notice when a goal is
scored and one of them flags for offside while the other does not. What would
you do?
Question 6.
A player with a reputation for diving, already on a yellow card, is kicked in the
chest. You think he dived - but as you show him a second yellow card he angrily tears off his shirt to reveal some nasty stud marks. What would you do?
Question 7.
The Blue keeper tries to clear a back-pass but scuffs his kick. The ball flies up,
bounces on the 18 yard line and spins back into his arms, just before a Red
striker can reach it. What would you do?
(Ed. All the Questions were taken from "You Are The Ref" by Keith Hackett
and Paul Trevillion.)

Courtesy of the Chiltern Referee
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WARBLER REFERENCE GUIDE
THE FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION
www.TheFA.com

Wembley Stadium PO Box 1966
London SW1P 9EQ

FA Refereeing Department
National Managers
“name”@theFA.com

Ian Blanchard ; Senior National Game Referee Manager
Roger Vaughan ; Recruitment, Retention & Development
Neale Barry ; Head of Senior Referee Development

Surrey County Football Association
www.surreyfa.com

Connaught House 36 Bridge Street Leatherhead,
Surrey, KT22 8BZ
01372 373543

Referee Development Officer

Tim Lawrence 01372 373543

The Referees’ Association
www.the-ra.org
ra@footballreferee.org
Tel 024 7642 0360

1b Bagshaw Close
Ryton on Dunsmore
Warwickshire
CV8 3EX

Surrey County Referees Association
Honorary Secretary

Surreyra@hotmail.com
Brian Fish 01483 420007 fishbaak@yahoo.co.uk

Guildford & Woking Alliance League
Referees’ Secretary

Adrian Freeman 01483 894351 / 07814 516911
A.freeman@homecall.co.uk

Surrey County Intermediate League
(Western) Referees’ Secretary

Adrian Freeman 01483 894351 / 07814 516911
A.freeman@homecall.co.uk

Suburban League
Assistant Referees’ Secretary

Tony King
tkingsfl@yahoo.co.uk

Combined Counties League
Assistant Referees’ Secretary

Philip Nash 07951 415046
assistantreferees@combinrdcountiesleague.co.uk

Southern Youth League
Assistant Referees’ Secretary

Peter Harris 01252315856 / 07967 988840
Peter.harris1767ntlworld.com

Camberley & District Sunday League
Referees’ Secretary

Richard Harris 07708 813978 (m),
richard@harris-net.co.uk

Surrey & Hants Border Sunday League
Referees’ Secretary

Bob Dick 01483 300155
bobmdick@btinternet..com

Farnham & District Sunday League
Referees’ Secretary

Colin Barnett 01252 328953
cbarnett5978184@aol.com

Surrey Elite Intermediate Football
League
Referees’ Secretary

Richard Brum 07956 185602
richard.brum@sky.com

Surrey Youth League
Referees’ Secretary

www.wsyl.org.uk
Alan Wiggins 01932 789376 alan.wiggins@wsyl.org.uk

Surrey Primary League
Referees Secretary

Martin Etheridge
etheridgemartin@aol.com

Middlesex County FA
Www.middlesexFA.com

39/41 Roxborough Rd Harrow,
Middlesex, HA1 1NS 0208 424 8524

Hampshire County FA
Www.hampshireFA.com

Winklebury Football Complex, Winklebury Way
Basingstoke, RG23 8BF 01256 853000

Berks and Bucks County FA
Www.berksandbucksFA.com

First Floor, Stratton Court, Kimber Road, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 1BZ Tel: 01235 544890

London FA
Www.londonFA.com

11, Hurlingham Business Park, Sulivan Rd Fulham
London SW6 3DU 0870 774 3010

